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Abstract: The aim of the foregoing study was the determination of the occurrence of parvovirus in chicken flocks from
different regions of Poland during 2002-2011. The material used for this study originated from chickens showing clinical
symptoms of stunting and emaciation. For the quick detection of genetic material of the viruses in field samples, real-time
PCR was applied. The conducted study implied on the occurrence of parvoviral infections in Poland in approximately
18% of investigated chicken flocks. However, their exact role remains still unknown.
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INTRODUCTION
Parvoviruses are etiological agents of multiple diseases
of humans and animals. The study conducted at the
beginning of the 80s. of the last century on chickens with
symptoms of emaciation and enteropathy has shown the
presence of viral particles in their gut. It has been shown that
these viruses have a single stranded DNA (ssDNA) with
features specific for autonomically replicating parvovirus.
Further on these viruses were classified as chicken
parvovirus (ChPV). In experimentally infected 1-d-old SPF
chickens, the virus caused the occurrence of clinical
symptoms resembling runting-stunting syndrome [1-3].
ChPV virions are non-enveloped particles about 20 nm in
diameter with icosahedral symmetry assembled from 32
capsomers. The genome consists of 4-6 kilobase-pair DNA
encoding three opened reading frames (ORFs): 5’ORF,
3’ORF and the third small ORF localised between junction
of these two ORFs. 5’ORF encodes non-structural protein
(NS) taking a part in viral replication while 3’ORF encodes
structural proteins of capsid (VP1, VP2 and VP3). The
function of the third ORF is not explained so far. ChPV is
difficult to propagate in cell clutures and chicken embryos.
Meanwhile, in young chickens, ChPV causes runtingstunting syndrome (RSS) frequently described as
malabsorbtion syndrome (MS) and rarely as the pale bird
syndrome or brittle bone disease. In fact, in young birds the
clinical symptoms are noticeable as runting, diarrhoea with
subsequent increase in morbidity and mortality with
increased factor of fodder uptake [4-10].
During the last few years, an increase in RSS occurrence
is observed in chicken broilers. In the USA, the parvoviral
infection was found in 77% flocks of broilers and 78% of
turkeys [9]. The results obtained by Palade et al., [7] suggest
that all of isolated parvoviruses from poultry fall into two
common groups of chicken (ChPV) and turkey (TuPV)
parvovirus. Actually in Poland the most common problems
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in chickens are caused by enteropathy and emaciation.
Therefore, the aim of this study was the development and
application of real-time PCR method for the detection and
determination of the prevalence of ChPV in chicken flocks.
MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
Samples. Samples were collected from broiler chickens
in age ranging from 1 to 6.5-weeks old and layer hens in age
from 14 to 37 weeks. These birds originated from 142 farms
from different regions of Poland. The birds have shown
clinical symptoms of stunting and considerable emaciation.
During the autopsy examination, the sections of the gut were
taken and homogenised and 20% suspension in PBS was
prepared. After triple freezing and thawing procedure and
centrifugation for 5 min. at 1400 x g (Micro 22, Hettich
centrifuge, Germany), the supernatants were collected and
stored at -20°C.
DNA extraction. Total DNA was extracted using
QIAamp Mini Kit (Qiagen, Germany) according to
manufacturer’s procedure. Integrity of extracted DNA was
confirmed after electrophoresis in 2% agar gel with addition
of ethidium bromide (0.5g/mL, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany)
and visualisation under UV light transiluminator (VilberLourmat, Germany). Extracted DNA was stored at -20°C.
PCR. Amplification of fragment of non-structural NS
gene of ChPV was done using the following primers:
ChPVF-5’-TTCTAATAACGATATCACTCAAGTTTC-3’,
ChPVR-5’ TTTGCGCTTGCGGTGAAGTCTGGCTCG-3’
as previously described [9]. Reaction programme was as
follows: 95°C/5min. (initial denaturation), then 35 cycles of :
94°C/30sec., 60.8°C/1min.(primer anealing), 72°C/1min.
(primer elongation), 72°C/3 min (final elongation of
products). The reaction was carried out in 25 L reaction
mixture that contained: 2.5 μL 10 x concentrated PCR buffer
(EurX, Poland), 1 μL MgCl2 (1.5mM), 1μL dNTP (0.3 μM
of each, DNA Gdansk, Poland), 0.5 μL (0.2μM) of each
ChPVR and ChPVF primer, 0.5 μL (2.5 U) DNA
polymerase, and 18 μL of deionised water. PCR was
conducted in T Professional Basic Gradient Thermocycler
(Biometra, Germany). PCR products were separated in 2%
agarose gel with addition of ethidium bromid (0.5g/ml,
Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) and visualisation under UV light
2012 Bentham Open
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transiluminator (Vilber-Lourmat, Germany). As the positive
result, the presence of 561 bp product was considered. DNA
extracted from non-infected chicken embryo fibroblasts
(CEF SPF) was the negative control. The positive control
was DNA extracted from isolated Polish 114/10 field strain,
which was identified by PCR product sequencing as ChPV.
Positive control. Positive control for real-time PCR was
pNS114 plasmid containing amplified PCR product about
561 bp long of NS gene from 114/10 strain. The product was
purified from gel using QIAquick Gel Purification Kit
(Qiagen, Germany) then inserted by ligation into pGEM-T
(Promega, USA) according to manufacturers recommendations. The obtained pNS114 was propagated in E. coli DH5
cells (Qiagen, Germany) in Max 4000 Q (Barnstead/Labline, USA) for 18 h with shaking 250 g/min., and isolated
from E. coli cells containing pNS114 using Plasmid Maxi
Kit (Qiagen, Germany) then finally sequenced (Genomed
S.A. Warsaw, Poland). The sequence of plasmid was
submitted to NCBI GenBank (JF834321) and used as a
positive control.
Real-time PCR. Reaction was carried out using primers
complementary to NS gene as previously described [9]. The
sequences of the primers were identical with those used for
PCR. Reaction was conducted in 96-well plates (Applied

Biosystems, USA) in ABI 7500 apparatus with 2.0.1 version
software (Applied Biosystems USA). The reaction
programme was as follows: 95°C/15 min., then 40 cycles of:
95°C/15 sec., 60°C/30 sec. Next, analysis of melting
temperature of obtained products was performed. Reaction
volume was 25 L and contained: 12.5 L 2x QuantiTect
Probe PCR Master Mix, 1 L (0.4 M) of each ChPVF and
ChPVR primer, 1 L of SYBR Green dye (Invitrogen, 1
l/reaction), and 8.5 uL of deionised water. DNA concentration
was measured as 40-CT, (cycle treshold), which were
proportional to amount of entire DNA of ChPV in the examined
samples. The results were analysed using Applied Biosystems
7500 software ver. 2.02 and Microsoft Excel ver. 2007. The
sequence of PCR product of NS gene was compared with other
sequences accessible in NCBI GenBank.
Sensitivity. The sensitivity was determined under
standard conditions of reaction using eight descending
dilutions of pNS114 plasmid from 106 to 101 copies.
Reaction sensitivity was the last dilution of plasmid with the
presence of fluorescence signal with exact CT value . The
results were analysed by the software of ABI 7500
apparatus.
Specificity. The specificity was validated using DNA of
goose parvovirus (GPV) strain Dervac (NVRI, Pulawy,
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Fig. (1). Real-time PCR. Fluorescent curves of DNA samples extracted from field strains of ChPV. The amplification plot was taken by ABI
7500 software ver. 2.0.1(Applied Biosystems). Rn – normalised value of fluorescent signal in ChPV positive samples. 1-2/10 strain, 213/09 strain, 3-25-other positive samples.
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Fig. (2). Concentration of ChPV DNA in samples extracted from chicken guts vs age of chickens. Standard error for CT values was marked.
The significance was accepted level at p=0.05.
Sequences producing significant alignments:
Accession
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Max
score

Total
score

Query
coveraqe

E
value

Max
ident

HM208291.1

Chicken parvovirus Ch841_3/2009/HUN nonstructural protein 1 (NS1)

773

773

100%

0.0

93%

HM208292.1

Chicken parvovirus Ch852/2009/HUN nonstructural protein 1 (NS1) ge

761

761

100%

0.0

93%

HM208290.1

Chicken parvovirus Ch538/2009/HUN nonstructural protein 1 (NS1) ge

761

761

100%

0.0

93%

GQ281296.1

Chicken parvovirus B1/HUN/2009 nonstructural protein (NS) gene, pa

756

756

100%

0.0

93%

GQ281293.1

Chicken parvovirus 528/HUN/2009

750

750

100%

0.0

93%

GQ281291.1

Chicken parvovirus 347/HUN/2008 nonstructural protein (NS) gene, p

745

745

100%

0.0

92%

GU214706.1

Turkey parvovirus 260, complete genome

745

745

100%

0.0

92%

EU304809.1

Turkey parvovirus TuPV/87 nonstructural protein gene, complete cds

745

745

100%

0.0

92%

HM208285.1

Chicken parvovirus Ch5596_18/2010/HUN nonstructural protein 1 (NS

739

739

100%

0.0

92%

HM208282.1

Chicken parvovirus Ch5596_7/2010/HUN nonstructural protein 1 (NS1

739

739

100%

0.0

92%

HM208283.1

Chicken parvovirus Ch5596_10/2010/HUN nonstructural protein 1 (NS

739

739

100%

0.0

92%

GQ281292.1

Chicken parvovirus 348/HUN/2008 nonstructural protein (NS) gene, p

734

734

100%

0.0

92%

GQ260159.1

Chicken parvovirus 5B8/2009 non-structural protein NS1 gene, partia

734

734

100%

0.0

92%

HM208293.1

Chicken parvovirus Ch1514/2007/HUN nonstructural protein 1 (NS1) g

728

728

100%

0.0

92%

HM208284.1

Chicken parvovirus Ch5596_13/2010/HUN nonstructural protein 1 (NS

728

728

100%

0.0

92%

GQ281295.1

Chicken parvovirus ABU/HUN/2009 nonstructural protein (NS) gene, p

717

717

100%

0.0

91%

HM208289.1

Chicken parvovirus Ch189/2009/HUN nonstructural protein 1 (NS1) ge

712

712

100%

0.0

91%

GQ281294.1

Chicken parvovirus A1/HUN/2009 nonstructural protein (NS) gene, pa

712

712

100%

0.0

91%

GU214704.1

Chicken parvovirus ABU-P1, complete genome

712

712

100%

0.0

91%

Fig. (3). Similarity of nucleotide sequence of NS gene of 114/10 Polish strain with GenBank accessible entires. (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).

Poland), Marek’s disease virus (MDV) strain HPRS16
(Houghton Laboratory, UK) and DNA isolated from noninfected chicken embryo fibroblasts. The results were
analysed as described before.

RESULTS
The first part of the presented study was done for the
development and validation of real-time PCR for the
detection of ChPV. The sensitivity of new method allowed
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detecting ChPV DNA in 101 copy dilution of pNS114
plasmid and was specific only for ChPV. The fluorescent
curves were detected only in the presence of ChPV and no
signal was detected in negative control samples of other
examined samples of GPV, MDV and DNA isolated from
CEFs (Fig. 1). The presence of ChPV genetic material was
detected in chickens from 25 flocks what presented about
17.6% of overall number of examined flocks. The virus was
detected in the gut of layers and broiler chickens. The
conducted analysis of melting temperature of real-time PCR
products revealed that all of them were specific which was
found as a common melting point at 86.6°C. The
concentration of DNA of ChPV in the examined samples
was expressed as 40- CT value what was shown on Fig. (2).
The highest concent of viral DNA was observed in the gut of
broiler chickens (from CT=25,5 up to CT= 31,6). The age of
birds was associated with the concentration of the virus and
was the highest among 3-6 week-old broiler chickens and 14
to 21 week-old layers (Fig. 2). In case of four ChPV strains
(48/08, 42/09, 8/11 and 18/11) (Table 1), the CT value was
close to 40. Therefore, these results were treated as doubtful.
However, the coincidental contamination of reaction mixture
was excluded by set of negative controls. The comparison of
obtained sequence of PCR product specific for NS of 114/10
strain has shown 93% similarity to field ChPV strains
isolated in Hungary (Fig. 3).
DISCUSSION
Primary occurrence of parvoviruses was found in chicken
and turkey flocks in the United States of America [9],
Hungary [7], and Poland [11]. Previously, it has been shown
that both chicken and turkey parvoviruses share high
similarity and homology of DNA sequence [9, 10].
Therefore, these viruses fall into common Parvovirus genus.
Meanwhile, the other well-known parvovirus of geese (GPV)
and Muscovy ducks (MDPV), which causes Derzsy’s
disease, belongs to Dependovirus genus [12]. GPV and
MDPV are distinct from poultry parvoviruses and have no
common antigenic features. Due to the lack of fast diagnostic
methods, which allow identifying poultry parvoviruses, Zsak
et al., [9] developed PCR with application of hexamers,
which consist of random three sets of primers
complementary to sequence of poultry parvoviruses. In the
presented study, we developed and conducted real-time PCR
method as the more sensitive and less laborious alternative
technique in comparison to previously described PCR. This
advantagable technique was not previously used for the
identification of chicken or turkey parvoviruses. The method
was developed with use of primers designed by Zsak et al.,
[9], SYBR Green dye and optimisation of specific reaction
conditions. Real-time PCR allowed detecting ChPV in
chicken gut with the sensitivity equal to 101 copies of
pNS114 plasmid. According to previous reports from
Hungary and USA described by Palade et al., [7] and Zsak et
al., [9], chicken parvoviruses have been isolated from the gut
of birds with and without intestinal disorders. In our study,
we have shown that infection with ChPV in frequently
observed during the last weeks of broiler chicken life.
Among these chickens no clinical symptoms were noted
except emaciation and stunting. The highest concentration of
ChPV expressed as CT value was found in 2.5-week old
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Table 1.

Detailed Information Regarding Polish Field Strains
of ChPV-Isolated from Chickens

Strain

Age of
Birds

CT
(Cycle Treshold)

40-Ct
(Virus Concentration)

9/07

6.5

32.36115

7.63885498

21/07

5

34.63506

5.364936829

48/08

1

39.24426

0.755741119

60/08

3.5

32.40596

7.594043732

8/09

6.5

37.56661

2.433387756

9/09

6.5

31.44175

8.55824852

10/09

2

35.57386

4.426136017

12/09

6

37.83799

2.162006378

13/09

2

25.58218

14.41781998

17/09

4.5

31.60871

8.391288757

26/09

32

34.68668

5.31332016

40/09

18

31.37694

8.623060226

42/09

7

39.03688

0.963123322

47/09

21

36.74072

3.259281158

49/09

6

34.9809

5.019096375

55/09

7

29.54042

10.45958328

2/10

18

24.22408

15.77591515

16/10

14

35.82984

4.170162201

105/10

37

38.27783

1.722167969

114/10

6.5

35.26109

4.73891449

117/10

6.5

36.02938

3.970619202

121/10

6

35.42868

4.571315765

131/10

6.5

38.49063

1.509368896

8/11

17

39.60067

0.399326324

18/11

18

39.4164

0.583599091

Descriptions: Ct – (cycle treshold) – the cycle with the first detectable significant
increase in fluorescence given by ChPV DNA.

broilers and 18-week old layers (Table 1). However, in
layers older than 22 weeks from two flocks, the presence of
parvovirus was negligible since the CT value were close to
40 cycle. Infection among these birds were asymptomatic as
well. Meanwhile, a considerable correlation was found
between stunting of chickens and concentration of the virus
in their gut because the CT value reached 25.5 cycle.
Our results on the occurrence of parvoviral infection
mostly in young chickens confirm previously published data
[3, 7, 9]. This may indicate on vertical transmission of the
infection. This hypothesis is supported by the occurrence of
RSS symptoms in hatched nestlings infected by in ovo route
[1]. Similarly, the study conducted by Domaska –Blicharz
et al., [11] has shown the higher incidence of parvoviruses in
poults from 3 to 7 weeks of age than in older birds. They
revealed TuPV infection in 26% of turkey flocks.
Additionally results described by Palade et al., [7] suggest
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all poultry parvoviruses isolated in Hungary fall into two
groups of ChPV and TuPV

[2]

CONCLUSION

[3]

The occurrence of ChPV was detected in almost 18% of
examined strains. Supporting the reports about raising
incidence of TuPV and ChPV and their close similarity the
conducted analysis of nucleotide sequence of NS gene
fragment of 114/10 strain has shown 93% of homology with
field isolated from Hungary. This may imply on spreading of
ChPV in South and Eastern Europe. In summary, the
conducted study indicates on the occurrence of ChPV in
Polish chicken flocks but their exact role in enteropathies
and asymptomatic infections is not understood. This will be
investigated in the future.

[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
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